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Buckethead Aggie Theatre 6/6/04 

 

Opening band, local grouping featuring guitarist Heavy G, turned up real loud, plenty of effects, rip off  lead lines, a 

quick succession of notes, or just punch the guitar to accentuate the rhythm, spice the rhythm, saxophonist 

approaching be bop frenzy, bassist keep the bottom simpler- like a reggae bassist, drummer very enthusiastic, almost 

attacking drums, sound like a funk jazz fusion, but spinning/shooting out into areas of exploration, dissonance, a 

cacophony of sounds, Heavy G at times screaming on guitar, crunching, wailing, howling 

 

Buckethead- enigmatic character w/ KFC bucket on head, attached to a white mask and long dark haired wig, the 

hood from his simple coat/jacket/windbreaker pulled up over the back…white guitar, lots of pedals and effects, 

working sound from pedals by monitors, on guitar itself, on top of the amplifier and via another set up that played 

some prerecorded stuff…a figure of a kind of a sexual anonymity …at times acting like a mime, or acting like from 

some different place, at times, like a robot…music was diverse, starting with huge raw power chording and riff rock, 

but venturing out into prog rock, experimental sounds, effects, scales, changing tone and attack, guitar on a strap that 

stretched, so he could push down on the instrument and emphasize powerful parts…a red button on the guitar 

allowed him to affect/interrupt the guitar sound, rough it up, make it sound like on the verge of break down…all 

instrumental music, once he used a bloody, dismembered head to mime a prerecorded rap, some very groove 

oriented stuff, where he would repeat simple phrasing over and over, gathering power through repetition, 

occasionally burst into some traditional fast lick guitar fireworks, some spacey music, lower key themes, one tune 

included deep heavy guitar chord sequence, then broken by familiar music soloed by each- first Buckethead, then 

bassist, then drummer, bassist- Adams Family theme, audience singing along and clapping hands at right parts, also 

Close Encounters of the Third Kind alien communication code…drummer, drum intro to Led Zep tune, also intro to 

Paul Simon’s “50 Ways to Leave Your Lover.” Buckethead interspersed goofy tunes throughout, including the 

theme for the Pirates of the Caribbean????...Great dark version of Ghost Riders in the Sky…all for the sake of 

playing guitar…drummer Brain had stint with Primus, lots of muscular fills, answering Buckethead’s work, very 

aggressive, dynamic…members of the audience wearing KFC buckets, one also with white face and hair- a spooky 

image, especially as a cult…at one point drum and bass leave stage, Buckethead puts on recorded music and does a 

demonstration of rock and roll numchucks, swinging them around, quick precise, then he did some robot dancing, 

tall and wiry, image strange to see, then circus music comes on and he goes along front of stage and hands out toys, 

when the music stopped, he stopped, when the music started, he started…he would indicate who the toy was going 

to and give it, he brought out a plastic chicken and sailed it around later during a tune…other parts included a long 

guitar solo, Buckethead would often do country/bluegrass type runs real quick ???Foggy Mountain Break down??? 

Best when digging into strings, then fingers flying around the fretboard- feeling that the set/act had not fully gelled 

yet, still some moments of high style…I was right at front of stage, took a few flash pics, security guy came to tell 

me no “If I see that one more time…” great vantage point to watch the guitarwork, often only a few feet away, 

watching his fingers fly, trying to figure out the components of the sound, sometimes he was playing with both 

hands on the fretboards, fingers going in both directions…not very developed product wise…strange 21
st
 Century 

guitarist, a mystique, almost punk-like, making a mockery??? Cult figures abound 


